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Several studies have been made to determine if petroleum _ -: biodegradation is possible. Chackrabarty and General Electric -patented an oil-degrading microbe that was formed by genetic breeding. However, the microbe was found to be ineffective in "
degrading the heavy, highly concentrated oil compounds found in the " environment (Omenn, 1988) . Another difficulty in degrading many different microbes are needed to make degradation effective (Omenn, 1988) .
One study done at the Savannah River Laboratory investigated the degradation of vacuum pump oil (VPO) by bacteria. Like a_ _ facilities, the Savannah River Site uses a great deal of VPO.
After VPO is used. an oil,,, sludge remains. Some bacteria wcrc isolated from oil contaminated soils at the Savannah River Site and a stud), was done at the Savannah River Laboratory to investigate the degradation of VPO by these bacteria. The stud)' reported that the bacteria were effective in degrading VPO, and that the development of oil degrading bioreactors was a realistic possibility for the future (Sharp and Hazen, 1988 ).
This stud), continues to look at the biodegradation of' VPO, -using chemotaxis. Chemotaxis is movement toward or away from some chemical which allows bacteria to find that environment which provides them with the greatest supply of energy, avoid unfavorable conditions, and disperse to ali those environments that are favorable.
The purpose of this study is to determine if the chemotaxis of VPO toward an attractant is inhibited by the addition of VPO to the bacterial suspension. This is the first time that this question has been studied, and it will be essential in determining the feasibility of using the chemotactic movement of bacteria to degrade VPO, as well as other petroleum products.
HYPOTHESES
1) The chemotactic movement of soil bacteria is inhibited by vacuum pump oil.
; 2 )Vacuum pump oil has a soluble componeni that is chemotactic to = soil bacteria.
3) The direct count and viable count methods should give similar The cell density of the solution was then set at 108 cells/mL, 7 adding KPB to the solution to make the correct density. A motility check was done to assure that the cells were still able to move.
In the assay, the capillary method was used.
A capillary tube --cow,raining a substrate solution was placed in the channel of the chamber, which was filled with bacterial suspen:_ion. 2) There is a soluble substance in vacuum pump oil that may be an ,_ttractant to some bacteria, however this attraction ma), be repressed in some bacteria by non-soluble components.
3) The results of the viability count also demonstrated that oil inhibits bacterial movement and confirmed that the bacteria were remaining active and viable.
4) The large chemotactic indexes obtained in the viable count suggests that the KPB alone stresses the bacteria, thus reducing reco_,ery.
